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Effective economic policies can expand opportunity and improve the economic security of working families. When everyone in the workforce has access to the education and training needed to reach their full potential, the productivity of those workers and the overall economy improves. When a state has high-quality transportation infrastructure, the economy is also more productive because goods can more easily get to market, employees can get to work more quickly, consumers can more easily reach vendors, and less money is wasted by overdue repairs.

Improving the quality of the education our children receive and the transportation infrastructure our economy relies on requires up-front investments for long term pay-offs. Determining whether and how to raise revenue for these long term investments is a critical challenge for state policy makers. This paper analyzes the evidence on the short and long term effects of investments in the education of our people and in improving our roads, bridges, and public transit systems. It also examines the effects of tax policies that could fund these investments. Currently in Massachusetts the highest-income households pay the smallest share of their income in state and local taxes. We examine the evidence on the likely economic effects of tax reforms that would bring the overall level of state and local taxation for very high-income households close to that of other residents.

INVESTING IN EDUCATION

One of the most important things we do together through state and local government is educate our kids. With strong schools in every community, we can provide all kids the education necessary to be successful in their lives and careers, and to be actively engaged in civic life.

The immediate gains of education benefit the kids themselves: learning key academic concepts, developing social skills, building self-confidence, and establishing positive relationships with peers and mentors. These individual benefits accumulate over the long-term to serve as a core foundation for strengthening our state economy. In general, states with better educated workforces have stronger economies with higher living standards.¹

The Connection Between School Funding and Achievement

In order to improve the education of all kids, but especially those in high-poverty districts, Massachusetts in the early 1990s overhauled the state role in funding local schools. The Education Reform Act of 1993 increased state aid for local school districts and created a new funding formula for
distributing this aid more equitably (for detailed background, see Demystifying the Chapter 70 Formula).

After these funding reforms were phased-in starting in 1993, Massachusetts schools reached the highest level of performance in the U.S. and became increasingly competitive internationally. For example, the Commonwealth ranked at or near the top on the most recent National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) in math and reading, and these results also held for Massachusetts low-income and African-American students relative to peers in other states. Compared to advanced industrial nations, Massachusetts ranks 6th in literacy, 9th in science, and 15th in math.

Despite this positive trend in Massachusetts schools, some economic research has raised doubts about the effectiveness of increased school funding. Several studies in past decades argued that there is no clear link between school funding in general and better results.

More recent and advanced analyses, in contrast, have documented that additional school spending from specific reforms across the country did improve academic performance, reductions in poverty rates, and increases to the income earned by students as adults. Economists from the National Bureau of Economic Research showed that spending increases of 20 percent over the course of the K-12 education of low-income students increases high school graduation rates by 23 percentage points, increases annual earnings by 25 percent, and similarly reduces poverty by 20 percentage points. These results are large enough to close between two-thirds and all of the achievement gap on these measures between low-income kids and those with higher income. This analysis also found that some of the prior research doubting the link between funding and performance may have been designed in ways that produced inaccurate results. This critique of prior studies confirms the conclusions of more updated school finance research. These reviews have explained that earlier studies on this question used flawed methods, making them unreliable for capturing the relationship between funding and positive outcomes.

Better Education Can Build a Stronger Economic Future

The economic benefits of education to society at large are driven largely by the impact of education on the skills and productivity of workers. Many researchers have established the connection between the knowledge, skills, and work habits gained by students in school and economic growth. One specific estimate suggests that an increase of 100 points on the international PISA literacy, math, and science tests (which would be a roughly 20 percent increase in recent U.S scores) provides close to 2 percent greater annual growth to a national economy. This data can be used to project the potential economic impact of raising academic achievement.

The Washington Center for Equitable Growth recently provided detailed estimates of the economic benefit of raising academic achievement in the United States. The 2012 PISA test showed that the United States ranked 24th out of 34 advanced industrial countries in math and science. However, if the performance of U.S lower- and middle-income students were raised to the level of upper-income students, the United States would be the third highest performing country, slightly behind South Korea and Japan.

Completely closing all achievement gaps based on income is a very ambitious target, especially for the short-term. Under a more modest scenario where achievement gaps were closed by 30 percent, the U.S could expect additional economic growth of $956 billion per-year through the year 2075.
There is also clear evidence that the level of education of a state workforce plays a major role in determining the strength of the state economy. States with well-educated workforces consistently have strong, high-wage economies, while states with poorly educated workers rarely have high-wage economies.16

Examining education and wage data across the country, a recent study found:

In the 22 states with the least-educated workforces (30 percent or less with a bachelor’s degree or more education), median wages hover around $15 an hour, the only exceptions being Alaska and Wyoming. In the three states where more than 40 percent of the population has a bachelor’s or more education, median wages are $19 to $20 an hour, nearly a third higher. For a full-time, full-year worker, a median wage of $15 versus $20 an hour means the difference between making $30,000 a year and making $40,000 a year. For a household with one person working full time and one person working half time, it is the difference between making $45,000 a year and making $60,000 a year.17

Options for Making a Difference

A growing body of research provides useful guidance on which education investments, under which circumstances, lead to the best long-term improvements for kids and for our communities. Below are some examples. For additional detailed information on these initiatives, see the Roadmap to Expanding Opportunity project.

- **Early Education and Care** – Early education helps create a foundation of social and academic skills, helping young people to succeed in school and life. Not all families, however, have the means to afford early education for their kids. Increased access could greatly benefit these kids, as quality early education and care programs have been shown to provide roughly seven dollars of long-term benefits to individuals and society for each dollar invested, when targeted to young people with the greatest need.18 These benefits arise from better social and academic outcomes, higher earnings, and greater wealth built by individuals over time. The most effective early education programs feature small class sizes, strong curriculum, safe and appropriate learning spaces, and intensive family engagement.19 Early education and care programs without these quality features may not be similarly effective.

- **Smaller Class Sizes in the Early Grades** – Providing individualized support in the early grades through small class sizes can boost achievement during a key developmental stage for young people. A strong start in elementary school helps set students up for future success. However, not all schools have the staff resources to provide these personalized small classes. Initiatives creating class sizes of roughly 15 students in kindergarten through third grade have increased the academic performance of young people. One well designed and rigorously evaluated class size program in Tennessee boosted student achievement in the early years, gains which persisted through the later grades and into college preparation.20 This specific small class size program yielded roughly two dollars in economic benefit per dollar invested.21 It is important to note that class size reductions have not always been well implemented, particularly when they have been undertaken too quickly and staffed with under-qualified teachers.22
- **Wraparound Social Services** – Due to challenges that arise outside of school, such as hunger and homelessness, many kids come to school unprepared to learn. In response, some schools have implemented wraparound social service programs, designed to address these non-academic barriers to success. Key program elements include health clinics, wellness programs teaching skills like healthy relationship building, and family resource centers. A cost benefit study of a high-performing wraparound services program in New York City found roughly twelve dollars in benefits for each dollar invested. However, some of this came by integrating other interventions discussed here, including early education and after-school opportunities, that provided strong academic support. Benefits arose from better health, greater academic achievement, and reduced teacher turnover.

- **After-School and Expanded Time** – All students can benefit from a rich array of learning opportunities in and beyond the school day. However, not all communities have the capacity to provide these opportunities to their children after school each day or over the summer. Increasing learning time through quality programs like after-school has improved grades, test scores, and attendance. A cost-benefit study of such programs demonstrated that quality after-school delivered $2.5 dollars in return on each dollar invested based on their preventing youth from getting off track as teenagers. However, lower-quality after-school programs that suffered from poor staff training, lack of coordination with the school day, and poor attendance produced negligible gains for kids.

---

**EXPLORING THE ROLE OF TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT ON ECONOMIC GROWTH IN MASSACHUSETTS**

Since Colonial times, the economy of the Commonwealth has been shaped by changing transportation opportunities. People and production have located along ports and waterways, at the crossroads of rail lines and other travel routes. Massachusetts built the nation’s first bridge, first divided highway, first canal, first subway, and first lighthouse – each of which opened new markets for goods or economic development. Growth was propelled forward by investment in projects such as the Middlesex Canal, rail routes that helped make Massachusetts a hub for New England, and the creation of interstate highways and the Massachusetts Turnpike that made travel to anywhere in the Commonwealth only a few hours away.

Transportation continues to be very important for the Massachusetts economy. For most American households, transportation is the second largest expense, surpassed only by housing, and exceeding health care, entertainment and clothing costs combined. Government investment in transportation also influences economic productivity, access to markets and Massachusetts’ comparative advantage with other states and countries. Since building and maintaining transportation infrastructure requires considerable resources, it is worth examining factors that influence how additional public investment in transportation affects economic growth.

**How Transportation Investment Affects the Economy**
The most direct ways that transportation improvements can increase economic growth is by reducing the costs and increasing the reliability of travel for goods and people, thereby increasing productivity. Better transportation can also expand access to new markets for goods and services, as well as access to productive inputs, including a wider pool of workers. Enhanced transportation may moreover provide easier opportunities for collaboration and exploration of ideas that promote innovation. As the U.S. Business Roundtable asserts, “strengthening America’s transportation infrastructure presents a crucial opportunity for policymakers to prioritize and reinvest in the critical drivers of future economic growth and competitiveness.”

Many economists have studied how the level of infrastructure investment affects productivity growth. A path-breaking 1989 study that examined the period from 1949 to 1985 suggested that an increase in public sector capital stock such as trains, highways, school buildings and energy grids could increase productivity growth dramatically. Alicia Munnell, then Senior Vice President and Director of Research at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston made clear the importance of differences in productivity growth in a 1990 paper on infrastructure. She noted,

> [P]roductivity growth is the major determinant of the future standard of living. If the efficiency with which resources can be used rises at 2.5 percent per year, people can expect their real wages and their living standards to double every 28 years, or roughly once a generation. In contrast, productivity growth of 0.5 percent means that children can expect living standards only 15 percent higher than those of their parents.

Her concern was that a declining rate of public capital investment was dragging down labor productivity growth, and would depress living standards in the long term without renewed investment in public infrastructure. Subsequent econometric studies questioned whether such huge increases in productivity could be attributed to additional investment in public capital, and suggested smaller returns. Contending estimates have shown the difficulty of precise calculations, especially because the level of public capital investment may itself be a byproduct of economic growth, making the direction of causation difficult to determine. Studies have estimated differing magnitudes of effects, depending on which nations, infrastructure types, levels of government, and statistical techniques are included in the analysis.

Overall, economic surveys of dozens of studies suggest some general consensus that infrastructure investment does increase productivity, perhaps at a less rapid rate than the earliest studies indicated. This makes sense also for some kinds of transportation investments: initially connecting American cities with paved highways yielded productivity gains that were likely larger than subsequent benefits from ring highways to new sprawling suburbs.

Because the effects of enhanced productivity growth compound over time, even a seemingly modest increment like an additional 0.5 percent increase in annual productivity growth yields large returns over time. If productivity growth in Massachusetts had grown 0.5 percent faster than observed rates since 1979, then output per worker in 2014 would be $26,000 higher – enabling large increases in living standards. This large difference in productivity is equivalent to the advantage Massachusetts currently holds over the less-productive states of New Hampshire, Oklahoma and Tennessee.

There is reason to believe that when it comes to Massachusetts today, increased transportation investments would improve productivity. In Massachusetts there is no unincorporated land and transportation planners are not focused on building new highways to sparsely inhabited places. Most additional transportation resources today would focus on preserving, repairing, and modernizing
existing infrastructure, which is far more cost-effective than waiting to rehabilitate or replace roadways, rails or other assets that have been allowed to deteriorate. According to a study by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, every $1 spent to keep a road in good condition avoids $6 or more in future costs to rebuild the same road once it significantly deteriorates. Investments in road repair and in transit have also been shown to produce relatively higher numbers of jobs per dollar of investment than creating brand new highway routes and lanes. Massachusetts has meanwhile been a leading state for successful public transit, and federal transit dollars for new transit capacity are chiefly awarded in competition with other states based on exceptional potential for spurring economic growth and advancing other goals such as energy efficiency and reducing pollution.

Investments in transportation infrastructure can also build competitive advantage compared to other states and regions. In a major survey of corporations around the country in 2014 and 2015 about what factors they consider when deciding where to locate their business, “transportation infrastructure” was listed first and third place respectively, exchanging places with “existing workforce skills.” Investors and employers need to know that workers will get to work on time, that goods will reliably get to market, and that dependable supply chains will avert the need to maintain large inventories. Improved transportation can also help communities that are isolated in poverty by connecting them to jobs and other opportunities.

Likewise, transportation may also be particularly important for recruiting and retaining people to work and live in Massachusetts. Policy makers and business leaders often express concern about whether Massachusetts is an attractive place for young adults to live. Studies suggest that Millennials’ choices about where to locate are strongly influenced by the availability of multiple transportation options. An Urban Land Institute survey of 660 Boston area young professionals conducted by the MassInc Polling Group found that 80 percent of those polled said access to public transportation was very important in choosing where to live, and 78 percent said having their work place near transit was important, much more so than office amenities like a gym, cafeteria, coffee bar, or proximity to restaurants and nightlife options.

How do existing transportation resources measure up to preservation and modernization needs?

Deteriorated transportation infrastructure can hinder economic growth by wasting time and money, and by discouraging those who would locate or invest in Massachusetts from doing so. Poor roads and undependable public transit hinder businesses from collaborating, make supply chains less reliable, reduce the talent pool that employers can draw on, and reduce access to economic opportunity by limiting where people can conveniently travel. Therefore, a key question is: do the resources available to transportation investment in coming years measure up to the challenges?

There is no more pressing transportation need in Massachusetts than ensuring a state of good repair. Much of Massachusetts’ transportation infrastructure was built in the years after World War II, when the country invested aggressively in improving infrastructure. As anyone who has owned an old car knows well, older assets become more expensive to maintain as they age. Cold winters and road salt make it even more difficult to preserve transportation assets in a state of good repair. A majority (53 percent) of the 5,000 bridges in the state’s inventory are over 40 years old, at or approaching their expected useful life (defined as the time at which an asset is considered fully depreciated and replacement or rehabilitation may be recommended). Almost 400 of these bridges have reached over
100 years old, without replacement. Likewise, many Red Line subway cars on the MBTA were first put into service in the 1970s and many Orange Line vehicles have been in service since the late 1960s. A few trolleys have been in service since 1945, and MBTA officials must ask for spare parts at museums.

Thirty-six percent of state roads are rated in poor or fair condition by the official Pavement Serviceability Index, a designation based on mechanical measures of road surface roughness. By one unofficial measure, the additional average operating costs to each motorists in Massachusetts as a result of deteriorated roads is estimated at $483 annually on average, a total of $2.3 billion annually for the entire state in additional vehicle repair costs, accelerated vehicle depreciation, increased fuel consumption and increased tire wear. MassDOT estimates that current spending on pavement surfacing of state roads averages only $48 million annually. At this rate, MassDOT calculates the portion of state roads in poor or fair condition will rise steeply to 62 percent of roads by 2020. If investment in road surfacing increased to $300 million annually, only 14 percent of road surfaces would be in poor or fair condition by 2020.

Recent efforts to improve bridges in the Commonwealth demonstrate the impact of increased investment. Back in 2008, the former MassHighway Department and the Department of Conservation and Recreation together oversaw 543 bridges that were “structurally deficient,” meaning that state engineers had identified a major defect with a weight-bearing component of these bridges. At earlier levels of investment, this number was expected to rise to 697 structurally deficient bridges by October 2016. But in the wake of a tragic bridge collapse in Minnesota, the Commonwealth launched a $3 billion Accelerated Bridge Program that wraps up this year to repair, replace, maintain and preserve bridge spans around the state. As of September 2015, the number of these structurally-deficient bridges had declined to 408, with many more bridges already under contract or reconstruction, according to MassDOT.

There are no current plans to renew the Accelerated Bridge Program or replace it with a similar initiative. On the contrary, based on existing levels of capital and preservation spending (about $173 million annually), MassDOT projected that the number of structurally deficient bridges would increase from 444 earlier in 2015 to 702 in 2025. The agency estimates that bringing the number of structurally deficient bridges down to zero in five years would require more than tripling investment levels up to $450 million annually.

Without well-maintained roadways and improved public transit that can relieve growing number of drivers, an expanding economy will increasingly be slowed by traffic congestion. The 2015 Urban Mobility report, an annual congestion report card, studied congestion in the Boston, Springfield and Worcester metropolitan areas and found that traffic congestion in these areas together cost 186 million annual hours of auto traveler delay, 87 million gallons of excess fuel consumption, and $4.1 billion in total congestion costs, including lost worker productivity.

Public transit problems at the MBTA and Regional Transit Authorities (RTAs) are largely also a story about deferred maintenance and aged vehicles. When vehicles are overdue for replacement, signaling systems are obsolete, and stations are dilapidated, then transit agencies must contend with breakdowns and must take extra time-consuming measures to ensure safety. An annual investment of $765 million invested in achieving a state of good repair at the MBTA, adjusted annually for inflation, would bring the repair backlog down to zero in 2040, according to the MBTA’s Fiscal and Management Control Board. This figure includes the additional cost of addressing new and ongoing repair issues over that
time, but does not include other important investments such as federally-mandated positive train control technology, accessibility improvements, and strategic expansions of the system. Meanwhile, in recent years investment to achieve state of good repair at the MBTA has averaged only $376 million annually, little more than half the amount needed to eliminate the backlog. That sum also falls far short of the estimated $472 million needed annually just to prevent the current repair backlog from getting worse.57

Across the state’s transportation system there are strong unmet needs for repair and modernization that could improve economic growth, but will largely remain unmet without additional revenue sources.

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF TAXES ON VERY HIGH INCOMES

The benefits of increased investment in public education and transportation are clear. If tax increases are necessary to fund those investments, what are the likely effects of such tax increases?

Since the late 1970s, most Massachusetts households have seen very weak income growth, as is true for the nation as a whole (for more details, see MassBudget’s report covering this topic). The top one percent of households in Massachusetts (those with incomes now over $860,000/year), however, have seen very large income gains over this period.58 At the same time, these highest income households pay the smallest share of their income in state and local taxes – 6.5 percent of household income, compared to the 9.4 percent paid, on average, by other Massachusetts households (for more details, see MassBudget’s report). Asking these fortunate households - the same ones that have seen their incomes rise so much over the last several decades - to pay something closer to the tax levels paid by other Massachusetts households is one option for raising revenue to invest in education and transportation.

There is a large body of economic research on the effects of raising taxes on very high income taxpayers. This research has found that tax increases that affect very high income taxpayers do not produce significant “tax flight”, that they are an efficient and effective way to raise revenue, and that they have little or no discernible impact on state economic performance.

Migration Effects

For the overwhelming majority of households, both rich and poor, state tax levels are not a significant factor in deciding where they will live.59 U.S. Census surveys reveal that most people who move do so for job or family reasons; few do so to reduce their state tax obligations.60 For the small number of people (relative to the total population) who do relocate from one state to another each year, nearly as many people move from low-tax to high-tax states as move in the opposite direction.61 Additionally, relative levels of state-to-state migration differ little among income groups – in other words, people with higher incomes (above $100,000) are not much more likely to move from one state to another than are people in middle-income groups ($50,000 - $75,000).62 Moreover, households with higher incomes are not more likely to be among those movers that migrate from a high tax to a no-tax state, suggesting that top tax rates are not a principal driver for these moves.63 As one recent, in-depth report on tax-induced migration concludes, “State tax levels have little to no effect on whether and where people move, contrary to claims by some conservative economists and elected officials.”64
Econometric studies that look specifically at the migration decisions of very high-income households in response to higher tax rates on high-incomes reveal similarly little sensitivity to tax levels among this subset of filers. While some high-income filers do migrate out of state in response to higher top income tax rates, the numbers are so small that they hover “at the margins of statistical and socio-economic significance.”

The case of New Jersey, for example, is both a relevant and instructive one. In 2004, New Jersey instituted a new income tax bracket for income over $500,000, taxing this income at a new, higher rate of 8.97 percent, a single-year rate increase on this income of 2.6 percentage points. Meanwhile, neighboring and nearby states maintained their significantly lower rates in affect at that time: New York at 6.85 percent, Connecticut at 5.0 percent, and Pennsylvania at 3.07 percent. Studying the migration effects of this “natural experiment”, a highly-regarded team of researchers found little out-migration of affected filers over the next four years (the period for which data was available to them). Using regression analysis, they estimated that each one percentage point increase in the top-bracket rate resulted in a corresponding decrease in New Jersey’s overall millionaire population of less than one tenth of one percent.

In a later, 2015 study of millionaires in the U.S. as a whole, this same team confirm their earlier findings, namely that high-income state tax rates have only marginal effects on the residence decisions of millionaires as a group (though there are small subsets of millionaires who are more mobile). Notably, they find that most millionaires (80 percent) are below age 65, that 90 percent are married, that 50 percent have children, and that one-quarter are business owners. These findings help to explain the relative insensitivity to high-income tax rates among millionaires; most are what the researchers termed “embedded elites”, for whom interstate migration would come at a high cost, both in terms of family considerations and the place-based economic opportunities on which their elite income depends.

Another reason why high income filers are notably unresponsive to state tax increases is likely because the federal government – through a tax deduction known as the “federal offset” – essentially pays for a sizeable share of many taxpayers’ state income taxes. Under the “federal offset” rules, state income taxes are deductible from a filer’s federal taxable income. If a filer pays $100 in state income tax, for example, this $100 can be deducted from the income on which the filer pays federal tax. For high-income filers, the top marginal federal income tax rate is 39.6 percent, though the average top marginal federal rate against which these filers’ state income taxes are deductible is about 33 percent (when one takes into account the lower tax rates applied to capital gains income and other income taxed at lower-than-top -rates). This means that a $100 state income tax increase will reduce a filer’s federal taxes by about $33, resulting in a net cost to the filer of $67 (i.e., the filer does not bear the full $100 cost of her/his state tax increase). Though a high percentage of filers (over 75 percent) with incomes between $200,000 and $1 million are subject to the federal Alternative Minimum Tax (which reduces the benefits of the federal offset for these filers), the AMT affects a far smaller share of filers with income above $1 million (some 30 percent). The large majority of very high income filers (those with income above $1 million) therefore derive the full tax benefit of the federal offset, while many of those subject to the AMT can still enjoy significant federal tax reductions through the federal offset.

Revenue Effects

The net revenue effects of state tax increases on very high-income taxpayers is equally clear and exactly what one would expect: higher tax rates on these filers generate significant net new tax revenue. The
The most obvious reason for this result is that, as discussed above, the overwhelming majority of very high-income filers do not relocate out-of-state. Instead, they remain in-state and pay the additional taxes due.

The most careful studies do show, however, that a small number of millionaires will depart in response to higher taxes being levied on very high incomes (in addition, other millionaires may “shun” a higher tax state, choosing not to move there in the first place). Though the numbers of millionaires responsive to state tax rates is small (see above), there is, nevertheless, a loss of state tax revenue associated with their absence from the tax rolls.

This revenue loss, however, is small. Drawing on existing studies, Robert Tannenwald (a nationally-recognized expert on state tax issues) brackets the range of expected revenue loss at between 2 and 10 cents on the dollar, though he calls the 10 percent estimate “improbably high.” Phrased another way, tax increases on high-income filers will deliver, on net, 90-98 percent of the expected revenue gain – not quite 100 percent (because of tax-induced migration and “shunning”), but very close.

**Economic Effects**

As outlined above, with regard to both migration and revenue-loss, the best research concludes that higher tax rates on high incomes have only very small effects. The same holds true for economic effects: the research strongly supports the conclusion that negative economic effects from such taxes are small to non-existent. The large majority of sophisticated, peer-reviewed studies repeatedly find that state personal income tax levels do not affect state economic performance. These studies look at measures of economic performance such as growth in state GDP, state personal income levels, and state employment levels.

While state tax rates have little or no discernible negative impact on state economic performance, wise investments in key drivers of state economic success (such as a well-educated workforce and a high-quality transportation system) can make a difference over the long term, as discussed above. Notably, however, one near-term benefit of raising taxes on very high-income filers derives from the resulting flow of new federal dollars into the state, which is a direct consequence of the aforementioned federal offset. When state income taxes are increased on very high-income households, roughly one-third of the new revenue generated effectively will come from the federal government (see above). This influx of revenue from an outside source can deliver a boost to the state’s economy. For example, if a new high-income tax raised $1 billion in new state revenue, the federal offset would deliver, in effect, roughly $300 million of this total from the federal government. When invested wisely, these federal dollars can boost state employment in the near-term (think teachers, construction workers, etc.) and improve a state’s economic potential and performance in the decades to follow.
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